
 

A Splinter In The Minds’ Eye 
 
20 years from now, ElectroEncephaloGram(EEG) technologies and our ability to 
technologically sense electric fields evolve significantly past where they are now.  
 

  
 
Meanwhile human brain to computer communication using body-embedded-systems 
becomes De Rigueur, becoming extremely sophisticated and compact: we begin to embed 
these in our bodies - our communication, wayfinding and augmented analysis and 
processing are encapsulated in ourselves. 
 
 
Your Will is the command for your own Personal Organic Network (PON) system’s 



function…  
 

 
 
It matters little where the data, connection and files are as the interface is your own body 
interfaced invisibly with the Network at large - functioning as as one: smoothly, invisibly - a 
question is asked...and answered in imagined visions in the canvas of the mind.  
 
 

 
 
 
Creating, Sketching, Designing 
Yes! Blink and you take a picture! Your friends, work colleagues’, boss’ messages, images 
and visuals are played back to your minds eye: your mind in the screen which events, 
movies, the controls for your dishwasher even are played back upon.  
 



 
Sculpting visual, virtual holographic elements can be done with a finger in front of a 
digitally enhanced optic nerve, recorded and saved with a thought... 

 
 

Perception Expands 
Vision and reality becomes plastic, malleable with views through various spectrums - 
infrared in history could show someone blushing or lying or to identify concealed weapons 
at a glance but people overlaying heatmaps over vision based on a metric of choice- 
duration of glance or focus provides many  people with unparalleled understanding of their 
own behaviours and  feelings about subjects, what or who is important to them at an 
instinctive level… 
 

 
 
 
 

Dystopian Side-fx | But these wondrous developments came at a price... 



System Privacy Issues become of greater personal seriousness and are administered and 
mediated by Medical Doctors.  
 
 

 
 
Muggings and bag snatching crime drops...but identity theft becomes a physical, 
synonymous with the crime involving, what uk law describes as  ‘GBH’, or General Bodily 
Harm.  
 
Rickrolls take on a sinister angle and are treated like viruses - they cause a migraine in 
anyone to gets rolled… 

 

 
 

Signal Anxiety 
Loss of Wifi is people’s greatest daily fear - conversation and commerce 
stumbles...everybody in a square kilometer wanders around like zombies, disorientated, 
mumbling, confused... These downtimes are often instigated by reactionaries known as 
Organics who eschew technology, preferring paper and wooden tablets known as ‘sketch 
pads’ to record data on… 
 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FRickrolling&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHU_pim1BCH_NDI5WIRroEPISCRZw


 

 

Discussion points? 

1. How do I know what I see and ‘imagine’ is what you see and imagine? Will a surprise 
result be greater subjectivity  caused by the intimacy of the experience and far 
greater transparent honesty in differentiation of interpretation of facts and 
situations - rather than the classic fear of computerisation causing a generification 
of experience?  

2. How do we switch off the noise??  
Will there be location based ‘zones’ where people’s brains go into different 
‘display’/communication modes: ‘Home’,’Work’,’etc’, altering settings for 
communication types, frequency and verbosity of messaging...altering perceived 
personality in a radical way?  

3. Will people’s personalities begin merge with digital systems and the Network too?  
4. Will operating these systems be requiring of great mental discipline?  

Would having an untidy thought process which creating a presentation result in an 
untidily presentation? Untidy information presented to others? 

 
 


